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Abstract: The authenticity and integrity of software running on mobile equipment is relevant and important in m-commerce. Mobile trusted computing can solve the problem by using Reference Integrity Metric (RIM) certificate. But the RIM certificate stored in Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) is suffered to frequently renew while the software is updated or patched. In the study, a user-specific RIM, uRIM, is presented. Based on the uRIM, a novel software integrity verification protocol is proposed. It allows an easy management of RIM to support the secure boot as well as a low-cost on verifying of software authenticity.
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INTRODUCTION

The authenticity and integrity of software running on mobile equipment is relevant and important in the distributed applications with high security requirements, such as e-Bank. Secure boot introduced in Mobile Phone Work Group (MPWG) could provide a high-security environment that only legitimate and authorized software can be loaded. During secure boot process the integrity of a pre-defined set of system components is measured and these measurements are then compared against a set of expected measurements, known as the Reference Integrity Measurement (RIM). If, at any stage during the boot process, the removal or modification of a platform component is detected, the boot process is aborted. Here, the RIM of a software component is the cryptographic digest or hash of the component (Gallery, 2007). In order to validate the RIM itself, it must be signed by a trusted entity by using asymmetric cryptography. The signed RIM is RIM certificate, abbreviated as RIM Cert.

Secure boot functionality can detect the malicious or accidental modification or removal of security-critical software at boot time. But the MTM, anchor of the mobile equipment, must be securely stored and accessed the RIM Cert (Gallery and Mitchell, 2007) and must be able to get the new RIM Cert while the software is updated or patched. However, secure boot is a new feature in the specifications of MPWG (TCG, 2007a, b) and the MPWG isn't specified how the RIM_Cert is deployed to the mobile equipment and where the boot-loader can locate these RIM_Cert.

The MPWG has suggested storing the RIM_Cert into the MTM and assuming that only authorized entities can update or store it. But the software components running on the platform is subject to frequently patching and updating and the corresponding RIM_Cert stored in MTM must be renewed frequently, so deploying valid values for them is non-trivial.

The system-wide global database proposed in Triwire (Kim and Spafford, 1994) is a straightforward and widely used approach for storing and managing the RIM_Cert. All the RIM_Certs and keys required during the secure boot process are stored in the database. However, Such global database based approaches become very complex to handle when new software packages are installed or when existing packages are being updated (Dietrich and Winter, 2008) and RSA-based validation method for RIM_Cert is rather time consuming and slow on mobile devices. So, the global RIM database becomes a single point of failure and any database corruptions are likely to render the whole platform unbootable.

The database corruption issue can be solved by aggregating the measurements of all software components, which will be run on mobile equipment, by extend operation according their loaded order. The aggregated measurement named the mobile equipment
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integrity certificate and stored a special PCR (Sailer et al., 2004). Unfortunately, the security of a newly executed piece of code depends on the security of all previously executed code. A single compromised piece of code may compromise all subsequent code (Mccune et al., 2008).

The most approaches for the update issue are embedded the RIM_Cert into the software itself, such as (Dietrich and Winter, 2008) authors proposed a decentralized approach which directly embedded certificates and keys into the executable images found on the platform. However, directly porting these methods to mobile devices are not practical due to its high computation overhead during booting and runtime.

In this study, we propose a new concept, the user-specific RIM_Cert, uRIM, by introducing a shared secret into transitional RIM_Cert and then propose a new protocol for software integrity certification based on the user-specific RIM_Cert. The protocol solves the problem that the Reference Integrity Metric (RIM) stored in MTM must be frequently renewed while the critical-application is updated or patched. The authenticity verification in our protocol is based on computational-cheap operations, hash and XOR and it is thus more computationally efficient than others that based on asymmetric cryptography.

THE SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROTOCOL BASED ON uRIM

The basic definition: Let a software P is composed of n performance-critical-codes and it is expressed as $f_i(0, < i, n)$. Here the performance-critical-code may be the key functions or the components of the software. Then the integrity metric, S, of the software P defined as:

$$ S = \text{SHA1}(f_1 \| f_2 \| \cdots \| f_n) $$

where, S is used as integrity metric of software P. If S is provided and signed by a trusted entity, such as Software Provider (SP), it is used as reference integrity metric, or RIM_Cert (Martin, 2008).

When a mobile equipment u, will run a software P, it must register to the Server and get the user-specific RIM of the software. The process of generating an uRIM certificate for the software P is as follows.

Assumption: A random number, $x_i$, is generated as a shared secret between the Server and the MTM mounted on the mobile equipment u. The random number is named as Authentication Factor (AF), then the Server calculates the following secretly:

$$ v = \text{hash}(P_i, x_i), \quad c = v \oplus S $$

Definition 1: The user-specific RIM, rim, of the software P is defined as a tri- tuples:

$$ \text{rim} = < P_i, v, c > $$

where, the $P_i$ represents identity of the software P and c is used as encrypted RIM, v is used as a signature for the integrity of the software.

Definition 2: The authentication vector, $\overline{AV_n}$, of the software P for u, is defined as:

$$ \overline{AV_n} = [x, P_i, \text{sign}_{\text{Server}}] $$

The $\overline{AV_n}$ is signed by the Server to attest its authenticity.

Definition 3: The RIM certificate of the software P for mobile equipment u, is represented as uRIM, and it is defined as following:

$$ \text{uRIM} = \{ \text{rim}, \overline{AV_n} \} $$

The protocol for software verification: Based on the uRIM, we propose a new protocol for integrity verification of software. In our protocol, the rim is embedded in the software and the $\overline{AV_n}$ will be downloaded into MTM securely. The protocol is defined as following:

$$ \text{ME} \rightarrow \text{SP} : P_i, u_i $$

A Mobile Equipment (ME) register for software $P_i$, the Software Providers (SP) determines if it is a legal user by user identity $u_i$. If it is a legal user, the SP will generate a user-specific RIM for software $P_i$ using Eq. 2, 3, 5 and 6:

$$ \text{SP} \rightarrow \text{ME} : \{ P_i, \text{rim} \} $$

The software $P_i$ with its rim is sent to ME. Here the rim is embedded into the software $P_i$. Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) file is a good candidate for embedding rim into binaries due to its inherent capabilities of adding metadata to the binary images.

$$ \text{SP} \rightarrow \text{MTM} : \{ \overline{AV_n} \} \text{Sign}_{\text{Server}} $$

SP sends the authentication vector $\overline{AV_n}$ into MTM securely. The SP may be an authorized entity for MTM and it has the privileges to update or store $\overline{AV_n}$ into MTM.
When the ME loads the software, it abstracts the user-specific RIM, rimₜᵣ, from the software and then computes the integrity metric, S', of the software according the Eq. 1.

\[ \text{ME} \rightarrow \text{MTM}: \{S', \text{rim}_ₜᵣ\} \]

The ME sends the rimₜᵣ and the current integrity metric, S', into MTM by tpm_quote command. The MTM verifies the authenticity of the software firstly, then verifies the integrity of the software and get the result that if the verified software is modified or not.

\[ \text{MTM} \rightarrow \text{ME}: \{Y/N\} \]

MTM returns the result to ME as response of the tpm_quote command. The software will run if it is success.

**The verification of the software:** While the software is loaded on mobile equipment at boot time, it is measured. The measurement, \( S'(\text{SHA1}(e_1||e_2||\cdots||e_n)) \) and the rimₜᵣ, which is embedded in the software, are passed to MTM for verifying. The MTM computes the secrets as following:

\[ v' = \text{hash}(Pₜᵣ, x) \quad (7) \]

\[ c = \text{hash}(e \oplus S') = \text{hash}(v \oplus S \oplus S') \quad (8) \]

From Eq. 7, if \( v' = v \), the MTM can prove the authenticity of rimₜᵣ, because only MTM and the SP know the shared secret x.

Form Eq. 8, if the software hasn't been modified, then \( S = S' \), we will get:

\[ c = \text{hash}(v) \quad (9) \]

If the Eq. 9 is satisfied, the integrity of the software is verified.

**Verification for updated software:** If the software is updated or patched, the RIM of the software is changed. Supposed that the RIM for the updated software is \( S^* \),

\[ S^* = \text{SHA1}(e_1||e_2||\cdots||e_n) \quad (10) \]

The SP calculates the following:

\[ v^* = \text{hash}(Pₜᵣ, x), \quad c^* = v \oplus S^* \quad (11) \]

The new RIM certificate for the updated software uRIM_Certₜᵣ is:

\[ \text{uRIM}_\text{Cert}_ₜᵣ : \{\text{rim}_ₜᵣ, \overline{AV}_r\} \]

Where:

\[ \text{rim}_ₜᵣ = \langle Pₜᵣ, c^*, v > \text{ and } \overline{AV}_r = \langle x, Pₜᵣ \rangle \text{sign}_{\text{key}} \]

Because the authentication vector, \( \overline{AV}_r \), is not changed, the elements \( \overline{AV}_r \) in the MTM need not to be modified. The only thing the SP will be done is to embed the new RIM, rimₜᵣ, into the updated software.

The updated software embedded with its user specific RIM, rimₜᵣ, is distributed to the mobile equipment tᵣ, and it is verified as following:

The loader abstracts the user-specific RIM from the updated software firstly, then measures the updated software to get the current measurement S', passes the rimₜᵣ and S' into MTM by tpm_quote.

The MTM verifies the authenticity of the rimₜᵣ according Eq. 7, then verifies the integrity of software as following:

\[ c' = h(c \oplus S') = h(v \oplus S' \oplus S') = h(h(Pₜᵣ, x) \oplus S' \oplus S') \quad (12) \]

If the updated software isn't modified, \( S^* = S' \). From Eq. 3 we can get:

\[ c' = c \]

So the integrity of the updated software is verified.

**THE ANALYSIS**

**Security for the uRIM_Cert:** The way that the RIM is distributed with its software makes the RIM is subject to attack such as tampered or counterfeit.

In our scheme, the attacker cannot get the AF from the mobile equipment because it is stored in the MTM. The security features of MTM guarantee that the AF cannot be observed out of the chip and only the verification function, an inner function of MTM, can read it. The attacker either cannot get the AF from the SP because it is encrypted with a protect key.

The uRIM of the software is embedded into the software in plaintext. But the reference integrity metric S is hided and signed, as Eq. 2 shown, by the secret AF which is shared between SP and mobile equipment (MTM). The attacker cannot generate a fake RIM because he cannot generate the signature, v, of the uRIM. A tampered RIM cannot be detected but the integrity verification of the software is failure and the software can no longer be loaded. So, it guarantees the security of the mobile equipment.
Table 1: Comparisons of computation costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Global database</th>
<th>Dietrich’s scheme</th>
<th>eRIM_Cert scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIM computing</td>
<td>1T(RSA)</td>
<td>1T(RSA)</td>
<td>2T(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authenticity verifying</td>
<td>1T(RSA)</td>
<td>1T(b)</td>
<td>2T(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity verifying</td>
<td>1T(RSA)</td>
<td>1T(b)</td>
<td>2T(c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T (·t): Computation cost of one-way function; T (·c): Computation cost of exclusive-OR operation; T(RSA): Computation cost of RSA-based signature; T(RSAv): Computation cost of RSA-based signature verification

The mobile equipment with the authorized MTM can verify the authenticity and integrity of software and this provides copyright protection for the software in some extent since running software without verification causes the user at great risk for Trojan and viruses.

**Efficiency for the eRIM_Cert:** We made comparisons among the previous RIM-based software verification schemes and our proposed scheme. The compared schemes are global database scheme and Dietrich’s scheme (Dietrich and Winter, 2008). Table 1 is the comparisons in the computation cost and the results show that our scheme is cheaper and more efficient than others.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The purpose of this work is to provide software verification both in integrity and authenticity when it is loaded. With the user-specific RIM_Cert we proposed in the paper, a novel protocol for software validating is given. It solves the problem that the RIM must be renewed after the software is updated or patched. Our scheme improves the software verification specified in MPWG in the three aspects:

- The value stored in MTM is a secret instead of the RIM of the software. When the software is updated or patched, there is no need for renewing the secrets
- Using shared secret x and hash operator hash(Pid, x) instead of RSA-based signature operation for uRIM, this is suitable for mobile platform which is resource-constrained, such as mobile phone or PDA
- Integrity measurement implicitly embedded in the software, no one can tamper it without knowing the secret x and the MTM can verify the authenticity of the software. In the meanwhile, only the platform with the authorized MTM can run the software
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